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Abstract

System refers to an orderly grouping of interdependent components linked together according to a plan to achieve a specific objective or goal. Agents require a common agent communication language (ACL) to describe and process agent’s requests. Web Mining Intelligent Agents System is built on software program in Java Application Development Environment whose purpose is to extract the relevant information from the large amounts of web data and provide it to the user in a timely manner. Software Agents can assist people in searching and save time. This paper highlights the working of Web Mining Intelligent Agents (WEBMINTEL) System.
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1. Introduction and Motivation for Research

Web Data Mining or Data Mining in e-commerce is a rapidly growing field, the development of which is driven by the explosive growth of online information and the economic need to provide personalized products and services. Although data mining applications have been around for several decades, e-commerce provides new issues and new challenges for the field.

Web Mining systems are able to collect data which otherwise are difficult or costly to access and are able to keep track of customer actions in virtual stores, that is, What articles they look at?, How they browse a catalog?, What kind of items they put into their shopping cart?.

Intelligent Agents refers to calculating entity with characteristics such as independence, duration to perform some set of functions. They assist users to retain some knowledge or information as per user point of view in a timely manner [1]. Intelligent Agents may be defined as computer program that helps a user with routine computer tasks. Other Names of Intelligent Agent are Software Agents, Intelligent Software Robots, Softbots, Bots.

An important advantage of web data mining or e-commerce data mining is the possibility of conducting controlled experiments and measuring their effects on business goals. Direct marketing, for example, can target particular groups, and the results can be data mined for predictive behavior modeling of consumers [2]. Though the existing data mining systems have advantages of their own, yet they are not so perfect enough concerning the intelligence aspect, and still need to be perfected. The Agents play high quality intelligence role in the field of Web Data Mining. The combination of the Agent and Data Mining systems can realize the whole intellectuality of mining process [3].

Agents are well suited for developing Web Mining Systems. The relationship between Agent and e-commerce can be found easily from Agent's characteristics. From the end-user perspective, an Agent is a program that assists people and acts on their behalf [4].

Web Data Mining Agent is a software program built for the primary purpose of finding the information efficiently that operates on a data store. This type of agent is able to detect both major trend changes and new trends [5].
1.1. Web Mining Intelligent Agents (WEBMINTEL) System

WEBMINTEL System is a collection of various Agents. Multi-Agent system (MAS) is a powerful paradigm in now a day’s distributed systems. In Multi-Agent environments, Agents often need to interact in order to achieve their objectives or improve their performance. If Agents are to negotiate automatically with one another they must share a negotiation mechanism [6].

Multi-Agent System is a system composed of many agents, and generally these agents exchange information through network infrastructure. In MAS, the ability of an individual agent is limited, but multi-agent system can finish a lot of complicated tasks through cooperation [7]. MAS can improve enterprises capability to mine customer’s information effectively, which can basically helps in saving time and energy.

In WEBMINTEL System, Multi-Agent System performs tasks such as the Registration Agent works for collecting information in cluster form. The User Agent acts as an interface between Registration Agent and Buyer as well as Seller Agent. Session Agent focuses on the user information which is further preceded to the Management agent. Item Agent searches the relevant information for negotiation both from buyer as well as seller standpoints. Negotiation Agent dispatches the information related to negotiation via internet. Besides this it analyze offer in three different ways, namely, Reject, Accept or Give up. If it is Reject, then no further result or information will be delivered whereas if it is Accept, then decision or result in the form of an information will be stored in history record which is finally stored in the related database. Data Mining Agent performs various activities at back end such as Form Editing and managing Field Types and Result Grid.

1.2 Roadmap

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the subsequent section, Section 2 describes the front end interface of Web Mining Intelligent Agents (WEBMINTEL) System which was implemented in NetBeans IDE 8.0 platform. Section 3 describes the back end interface of Web Mining Intelligent Agents (WEBMINTEL) System which was created in MySQL Workbench 6.1 platform and finally some conclusions are provided in the Section 4.
2. The Front End Interface of Web Mining Intelligent Agents (WEBMINTEL) System

Figure 1. Layout of WEBMINTEL System

Figure 1 discusses the Layout of WEBMINTEL System which highlights the shopping website LetsBuy.com in which an opportunity is provided both for Buyer and Seller to do their respective activities on web based platform. Buyer Agent plays the role of reflecting buying behavior of customers or users and Seller Agent highlights the overall environment of e-commerce.

Figure 2. Homepage of LetsBuy Website

Figure 2 discusses the homepage screen of LetsBuy website in which some general tabs are available such as Logo of website, Login / Register and an overview of various available products.
Figure 3. Snapshot of Electronic Gadgets

Figure 3 discusses the snapshot of electronic gadgets such as Laptops, Phones, Tablets, Phone Accessories etc. which highlights the various collections of products. The product details available on the website help the user in making a relevant decision more easily and comfortably.

Figure 4. Login and Register Screen both for Buyer as well as Seller

Figure 4 discusses the Login and Register Screen both for Buyer as well as Seller. For the first time visit, user has to register while filling the form available on the website with some details such as Name, Email-Id, Phone Number, Type, Address, Password and Re-Enter Password. Once the relevant details had been filled by the user he will be able to login with their respective Email-Id and password.
Figure 5. Snapshot of Products

Figure 5 discusses the information of products such as Product Name, Price, Category of product, Product Image and available discount.

Figure 6. Laptops with Specifications

Figure 6 discusses the specifications of selected product. Selecting the category of product as Laptops, the various brands of Laptops will be available on the website with details such as Product Name and its Price. To know some more information, Click on View Details.
Figure 7. Screenshot Highlighting the Buying Laptop Details

Figure 7 discusses the details of buying laptop. Once you select the product of your choice for buying, the interface will highlight the next webpage with an option either Buy Now or Move to cart.

Figure 8. Order Details

Figure 8 discusses the order details. On selection an option Buy Now, the interface will highlight the Your Order summary as Product Name, Category, Price, Discount, Quantity, Sub Total.

Figure 9. Confirm Order

Once you click on Proceed to Checkout, Figure 9 highlights the details of order confirmation with an acknowledgement. If you want to have an e-receipt, then click on Print Order otherwise click on Logout tab.
Figure 10. Proceed to Checkout as Buyer

Figure 10 highlights an e-receipt of order details. Once you click on Print Order, interface will display an e-receipt of order details such as Name, Email, Phone Number, Address, Total Amount paid.

Figure 11. Login and Register Screen as Seller

Figure 11 discusses the Login and Register screen as Seller. For the first time visit, Seller has to register while filling the form available on the website and then Seller will be able to Login with their respective Email-Id and password.

Figure 12. Add New Product as Seller

Figure 12 discusses the screen of Add New Product as Seller. Once the Seller login into the website, he can view all the details of products by clicking on View all products tab. Moreover, the seller can extend his list of products by clicking on Add New Product tab with details such as Product Name, Product Price, Image of product, Category and
Discount. When all the respective details had been filled in the form by the Seller, then finally click on Submit button.

3. The Back End Interface of Web Mining Intelligent Agents (WEBMINTEL) System

The back end interface of WEBMINTEL System worked on MySQL. Figure 13 discusses the screenshot highlighting the form editing activities done by Data Mining Agent Account Manager with the following query:
SELECT * from data_mining_agent.Accounts_manager;

Figure 13. Data Mining Agent Accounts Manager Form Editor

Figure 14. Data Mining Agent Accounts Manager Field Types
Figure 14 discusses the creation of Field Types by Data Mining Agent Accounts Manager. The various fields such as name, email, phone_number, type, password, address were managed by Data Mining Agent.

![Figure 14](image1.png)

**Figure 14.** Field Types by Data Mining Agent Accounts Manager

Figure 15 discusses the setup of Result Grid by Data Mining Agent. As soon as number of visits to website increases, the length of Result Grid increases with the respective Field Type details which was managed by Data Mining Agent Accounts Manager.

![Figure 15](image2.png)

**Figure 15.** Data Mining Agent Accounts Manager Result Grid

Data Mining Agent manages information of product details such as Seller name, Product name, Price, Filename, Category and Discount. Figure 16 discusses the screenshot highlighting setup of Result Grid of Product Details by Data Mining Agent Product Details with the following query:

SELECT * from data_mining_agent.product_details;

![Figure 16](image3.png)

**Figure 16.** Data Mining Agent Product Details Result Grid
4. Conclusions

Due to the explosive growth of web content in the internet world in the past few years, there is tremendous requirement and scope of doing research in the category of E-commerce Agents. Also user requirements such as getting accurate information in a prompt manner are not getting fulfilled as per their expectations. With Java Application Development Environment and WEBMINTEL System, it becomes easier to implement Agents. The proposed work is to make the Web Data Mining system more efficient and intelligent.
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